I. Attendance
II. Call to order at 4:35pm
III. Welcome:
   Sunny Wallace: 1. Dead week on campus: professors schedule things due on
dead week. They are trying to revise the policy, maybe delete it? Set of
proposals: strong opinion, more info, if you love dead week, let them know. Initial
thoughts? Some students enjoy, need to be more clear if it is nothing scheduled
or things are scheduled, what about labs? These tests are during dead week,
study session option at the time period of class, have an option. 2. Student
employment: VP of student affairs looked at how working hours affected
schoolwork. Got recommendations from a group of students to look at trends
from other schools about GPA and working hours. Over half of the peer
institutions limit hours to 20, while some have moved it to 25, other half have no
limit. Every 5 hour increment caused a decrease in GPA. Students work because
they need to, if you cap it they will be more inclined to look for a second job and
will have to spend study time commuting. On campus jobs are the most ideal for
students to work because they are so close. If the 20 hour cap is implemented
there will be more students hired. Is there a way to have work load correlate to
your course load?

Jack Marr: Market new program and hear ideas. Build skills to meet the needs of
your desired workplace. Their courses have no pre-requisites and taught with no
jargon and are using the best in class online work that entail textbooks and
lecture. Meetings with a local professional, “coaches” that will take you through
projects that focus on your needs. This project will go through the professor’s
linkedin and out to all of their contacts. Science of happiness, harness your
hearts to build your career. How can you be more affective about your thinking
and your communicating. How can you ask people for what you want? How can
you tell stories about yourself that makes you more noticeable? Leading creative
teams. If you do have ideas for courses then you can go to them and they will try
to implement them.

IV. Old Business
   a. T-shirt
      i. Using budget to buy 24 shirts
V. New Business
   a. If a committee has a bill or a resolution that they want to discuss they will need to write one before assembly. Revise after discussion and bring it back until someone moves to vote on it. Medical amnesty program, UI wrote one that we can read and in the next few weeks we will write our own. This bill is just for medical issues.
   b. Jenna – advising: a lot of people do not have a four year plan. Is there a way for everyone to have their own personal advisor? Students volunteer to be an advisor’s help. It has worked well with the honors college and some may know more than the actual advisors. Think about really in-depth training so they are truly helping and not hindering. All of the student advisors are also student employees. Anthropology department does it with the Grad students unofficially. Advising here is pretty poor, may have to pay people for this position. Would not replace the advisors but would assist. Huge thing with having students looking at other student files.
   c. Committee updates: On-campus: Bringing other orgs to assembly. Organizing training days so the on-campus orgs can complete trainings. Get a better idea of what the departments here on campus already are doing so they do not step on toes. Off-campus: Meeting with the student fee for parking permit. Safe Ride Home program. General Affairs: Title 9 head, talked about how Boise state creates an environment that is hostile on campus, can only put in sanctions that they are positive that happen. Focus on sexual assault and see what things that other organizations do for it. Public Outreach: Newsletter, make it more appealing to students. Getting the word out about ASBSU and transparency. Other orgs reaching out to use that newsletter. Newsletter would be social media, more accessible for everyone who wants to get them. If we want more student feedback we would. Marketing plan for setting up all of the social media outlets at once.
   d. Votes for these questions are done electronically and everyone needs to vote. Leaving it blank is saying that you are abstaining.
   e. Resolution: for it, worth sacrificing time and have less guests appear at some. Not for it because there will be too many opinions and nothing will get done, they are getting involved with that committee and some may not be able to bring anyone. Intent is good but so many people would cause a commotion and may prove to be an ineffective body. Put them is a social type event with people in ASBSU so they learn more about it. Push legislation until next week.
   f. Using funds for t-shirts: Vote: Jonah motions to vote: Josh seconds: 18 for and 2 against and 1 abstain.

VI. Announcements
   a. Next Meeting: October 21, 4:30-5:30PM in Room Hatch AB
      i. Dr. Harris

VII. Meeting Adjourned at 5:33pm.